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the situation in Eastern Europe' As one

chartist said in an article: "If the Belgrade
Conference comes to nothing we will be

disappointed but not surPrised."

The Charter has changed the atmosphere in
the country. Up till autumn 197 6

opposition was confined mostly to the
protest letters written by prominent writers
and communist politicians of the 1960s.

The open support which these almost
'state-sanctioned' dissidents gave to two
rock groups , "Plastic People of the
Universe" and "DG307" , who were tried
and sentenced for non-conformist music,
created a new atmosphere of trust and
solidarity, in which it was possible for the
Charter to grow. By signing the Charter,
the reformist communists cut. their
umbilical cord to the ''rehabilitation
theory", that is, to the hope that some
faction of the Party would utilize them and
offer them positions within the power
structure. That part of the population
which had remained spiritually unbroken
refused to wait for a reform from the top.
A movement comprising communists and
non-communists, atheists and Christians,
an underground culture and prominent
intellectuals, had a mass appeal which the
government recognized. Federal Minister
of the Interior, Jaromir Obzina, justified
the hysterical anti-Charter campaign by his
claim that without "instilling fear, as many
as one to two million people would have
signed the Charter".

SLANDER CAMPAIGN

The Government decided to nip the
movement in the bud by isolating it with a
massive workers' vote of condemnation.
Workers'assemblies were hurriedly
convened on the pattern of the fifties, when
the workers voted en masse for the
execution of Slansky and others. But this
time the tactic failed. Many workers either
failed to turn up or asked Party officials for
the impossible: to hear the text of the
Charter before they condemned it. The
authorities retreated and instead asked
factory managers to sign anti-Charter
resolutions in the name of all their
employees. They partially saved face by
obtaining thousands of signatures from
intellectuals, especially artists. But even this
can hardly be described as a Government
success. The mass media campaign ensured
in a way the Chartists could.never hope to
achieve by themselves that every worker in
the provincial towns and every villager
knew of the existence of the Charter. Also,
there is nothing which people can forgive
less than humiliation. Thus, those who
buckled under pressure and signed the
anti-Charter resolutions will never be
genuinely loyal to the rulers. At least 50 of
those intellectuals were rewarded by being
allowed to publish or perform for the first
time in 8 years. The Chartists chalk up this
fact as their own. success as it may actually
help Czech culture. Many Chartists know
well from their own experience how

resolutions are put together and thus they

do not nurture ill feelings towards lhose
who "condemned" them.

By the time the government had second

thoughts about mentioning the charter to

the workers it was too late. Interest had

been aroused and typed samizdat copies of
the Declaration began to circulate all over

the country. The percentage of workers

among Charter signatories began to rise'

Out of the original 242, seventeen gave

their profession as workers; out of 209 who

had aaOeO their signatures by Februaty, 57

were workers; of 166 announced in March,
seventy-seven were workers, as were
eighty-one out of 133 June chartists'
Finally, the list released as Charter
Document No .14 on 2l December consists

of 45 workers, 18 technicians and skilled
non-manual workers, 10 artists and
intellectuals, 5 students and 4 clergymen.

$
Chartist Frantisek Kriegel, now under round the
clock surveillance along with Petr Uhl.

CHARTER ACTIVITIES GROW

But numbers of signatories are a misleading
criteria by which to estimate the actual
strength of the Charter. The original
Declaration made clear that "anyone who
agrees with its ideas, takes part in its work
and supports it, belongs to it." There are
thousands of such people, many of them
workers and young people. They distribute
Charter documents, collect documentary
evidence of injustices in their,area, and set
up their own informal groups. There is also
an undisclosed number of people who have
signed the Charter but for various reasons
have not allowed their names to be
published. For example, the signature of the
Charter by the two technicians Ales
Machaceh and Vladimir Lastuvka from the
north Bohernian industrial towns of
Usti-nad-Labem and Decin (who were
arrested on 25 and 20 January and
sentenced to 3% yeais imprisonment last

September, was revealed onlY in the
Charter statement of 17 October reporting
the trial. (See the document section in this
issue.) At their appeal, et which Lastuvka's
sentence was reduced to 2% years' they
attempted to show that their alleged
distribution of Charter documents and

Czech literature pubtished abroad was not
illegal under Czechoslovak law let alone

undet international covenants and
agreements signed by Czechoslovakia. The

attitude of the authorities to evidence,

however, was well illustrated at the origlnal
trial by the judge's ruling that Machacek's
public- refusal at a trade union meeting to
sign an anti-Charter restolution proved the
man's hostile attitude to socialism and the
society. Experience indicates that the
Czechoslovak court's interpretations are

influenced more bY the strength of
solidarity campaigns both in Czechoslo-
vakia and abroad than bY evidence.

/
Unfortunately, the only trial of Chartists to
have attracted a great deal of attention in
the West was the October trial of four
intellectuals accused of smuggling literary
works abroad. Two received suspended
sentences, one 3 years and another 3%
years imprisonment. The trial is frequently
described as the "biggest" and "most
important" by the BBC and the majority of
newspapers. It was also raised in the
Belgrade Human Rights Cornrnission. That
is good. And the campaign for the release
of the couragpous socialist journalist Jiri
Lederer should receive every conceivable
support. But the fact that trade unionists
Machacek and Lastuvka are the Chartists
who have received the heaviest sentences so
far must not be overlooked, especially not
by trade unions and left-wing parties and
organisations.

FGRMS OF REPRESSION

The figures mentioned earlier indicate that
after 1 February the rate at which people
signed the Charter decreased. Thiv, is not as

surprising as the fact that people still find
the courage to sign. The original signatories
could not have known what to expect and
some of them may even have hoped that a
moderate, more realistic faction within the
Party might wish to conduct some form of
dialogue. The over-reaction of the
frightened government surprised every-
body. By the end of Janu ?ty , it was evident
to any potential Chartist that adding
his/her signature would put his/her
employment into jeopardy and invite the
authorities' interference in every aspect of
private life. Indeed, dismissal from work
became the main weapon of the Party
against the movement. About 130 Chartists
are unemployed, and several hundred have
been forced to take up low-paid jobs well
below their qualifications. In a country
where there is no unemployment benefit,
the consequences of losing one's job are
severe: many people have to rely entirely on
the goodwill of their friends. The solidarity
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of Western Trade Unions has only just
begun to take shape. The Italian Trade
Union Federation, the CGIL, has
guaranteed regular monthly financial help
for a number of {ismissed Chartists for a
limited period. There are also reports that
French trade unions are considering a

similar step, which, until the Czechoslovak
government changes its policy, is probably
the most effective form of solidarity.

Other repressive measures used not only
against Chartists but also against their
relatives and friends and those who either
express solidarity or just refuse to condemn
them, include frequent interrogations: on
occasions people have been interrogated up
to 12 times a week, and detained for
periods st 24 to 48 hours. Many are put
under surveillance. Since the end of
September two Chartists, Dr. Frantisek
Kriegel (a former member of the Party
Presidium under Dubcek) and Petr Uhl (a
fcrnaer leader of ,the now banned
Revolutionary Socialist Party) have been
under full 24-hour surveillance.

The harassment did not stop the Chartists
from fulfilling their original promise to
issue regular documents on violations of
human rights. So far, official Charter
documents have dealt with discrimination
in the sphere of education (document no.4
and a recent detailed supplernent); trade
uniotr, social and economic rights
(document no.7); religion (document no"9);
publishing and literature (document no.l2);
and popular and folk music (document
no.l3). Each document proposes concrete
solutions to the problems it describes.

It is sometimes argued that it is unrealistic
to believe that the Government can take up
any of these proposals. In a general sense it
is true that a government, maintained in
power solely by the might of foreign
troops, would commit suicide if it allowed
its citizens to enjoy the freedoms that are
guaranteed on paper in the Constitution.
on the other hand the chartists stress rhat
they are not putting forward an alternative
political programme, and that they do not
challenge the ideological basis of
present-day Czechoslovak society. All they
ask is that the government should respect
the civil rights guaranteed in the
Constitution. They argue that criticisrn
should be aimed not only at the government
but also at citizens who do not always
utilize all the legal avenues available to
them. The chartists stress that it is vital for
the individual citizen to remain in touch
and continually to explore the ever-shifting
boundaries of the possible.

Thus the charter is also a challenge to those
who have given up the struggle and become
apathetic or cynical. In a recent articre, one
chartist explained that "what is realistic is
not what those in power will actually do but
also what they could have done without
being forced to reject the ideas which they
themselves proclairn" . ,

DTFT'ERMNT CURRENTS

Given that the different political currents
and groups in ttre Charter decided rrot to
pursue their own political aims within its
framework, the Charter's assertion that it is
not a focus for political opposition is
sincere. This does not, however, mean that
there are no differences of opinion on
questions of strategy, tactics and rnethods
of work. Ttlat would be unnatural in a

movement which encompasses such a broad
spectrurn of ideas and people.

In a movement which has become as large
as the Charter is today, it is difficult to keep
everyone fully informed of all the various
activities and to co-ordinate the various
interest groups, which are frequently
located in different areas of the country,
without having a structure or an
organisation. Here the Chartists find
themselves in a "Catch 22" situation. Once
they becorne a structured organization the
government would have the pretext to
brand them as an illegal organization. A
discussion of this and other problems over
the summer eventually led to the
conclusions announced in the Charter
statement of 21 Septernber. It was agreed to
encourage different individual and group
activities, both inside and outside the
Charter. Each informal group would be
able to prepare its own documents dealing
with specific cases and signed by those who
gathered the evidence and are thus
responsible for the content. The only
condition which these informal groups had
to fulfil was that their documents did not
contradict the basic aims of the Charter as
stated in the Declaration. The various
groups, if willing, would be able to
exchange information and co-op€rate with
one another.

POLICE PROVCIC,qTION

Possibly it was this statement which led the
State Security to believe that it could
exploit the differences of opinion within the
Charter and create an atmosphere of
factional distrust and suspicion. During
recent interrogations, the police hinted that
they had evidence of the existence of a
group which not only aimed at establishing
a structured political organisation but
which wished to discredit the legal basis of
the Charter. To help substantiate its
preposterous clairn, the STB sent out
anonymous letters and forged leaflets
signed by invented ' 'revolutionary
organizations". They went so far as to
interrogate about 50 Chartists in
connection with the "discovery,' of a plan
to kidnap several Party and government
leaders. The organizer of this ..provoca*
tion" and "terrorist" action was allegedty
Petr Uhl, who, as a Trotskyist, is supposed
to be inclined ro imitate the alleged
"terrorist methods" of the Western New
[,eft

i This tactic hhs failed however. On 23
November the Charter spokespersons
released a special announcement in which
they stressed that no Chartist subscribes to
terrorism and warned the public that if any
provocations were to take place, they
would be organized not by a sectiorr of the
Charter, but by its enelnies. The
harassment of Petr Uhl and his family has
noticeably increased since last October. The
frequent and open expressions of support
for Uhl made by reformist communists and
even by non-Marxists prove that the Secret
Police has failed to shake the trust on which
the Charter is based.

CHARTER 7E

The Charter was never conceived as an
ad-hoc campaign, and it cannot be called
off just because 1977 is over or because the
Belgfade Conference will soon finish its
deliberations. For individual Chartists,
their signature is a pledge of continuous
everyday work, €l pledge for years to come.
The Charter is rooted among the rank and
file of the population where it has had a
significant impact, especially ar.nongst
young people. It must be'::,"vdry
disappointing for Husak's educator,s, ,who
believed that they could bring pp [ :loyal

and conforrnist generation, to learn that
young people are signing the Charter, have
joined protest hunger strikes* and have
created their own human rights groups.
Despite irnmense pressure, young appren-
tices in Frague and Brno attend private
lectures on philosophy, history and other
subjects given by purged lecturers in what
has become known as the University of Jan
Patocka.

The Chartists have not turned to the West
for help; their main.activities were aimed at
the improvernent of their own society.
However, in'their struggle for the
implementation of human rights, a struggle
which cannor be confined within the
national borders of any country, they are
prepared to accept support from those who
also fight for human rights in their own
countries, making it quite clear that this
latter qualification is essential. In this
respect they were greatly encouraged by the
expressions of support sent to them from
human rights groups in the other East
European countries, most consistently
from Poland. How much they value such
support and possible future co-operation is
shown by their recent "Open Letter to
Polish Friendsn'.

It is difficult to predict the concrere shape
which Charter 78 will adopt, but it is clear
that it is here to stay. The charter will be-
capable of finding the optimal forms for its
work. Only 2 weeks ago a new 100 page
sarnizdat magazine entitled ..Man in the
Present World" came out, and it is
certainly nor a coincidence that in certain
respects it 'resembles some of the existing
Polish magazines.
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criminal activity under article 98, it is necessary to prove that this
activity is carried out "from enmity towards the socialist system

of the Republic". Such enmity cannot be demonstrated with
regard to any of the accused. On the contrary, the citizens
involved here have dedicated the whole of their life to the cause of
socialism, not only in the cultural sphere, but also in the broadest
socioAolitical sense. This was publicly recognized in the award to
Jiri Lederer of, among others, the Order of Labour; to Fr.
Pavlicek of the State Order of Klement Gottwald; and to Ota
Ornest of the Order of Meritinconstruction. ' $1

It is not possible to consider the memoirs of a politician active
some thirty years ago as "an untruthful report about conditions
in our Republic or about its foreign policy" and therefore liable
to be charged with preparation of the crime of , harming the
Republic abroad under Article ll2. This is quite'clear from the
law mentioned above and from the sense of the law which has
been in effect since 196l concerning defence of the established
socialist system of the Republic and its corresponding
international position and prclicy.

Depiction of strch things 
", 

.ri*inal does not take account of the
ratification by the CSSR of international pacts on civil and
political rights, or of the degree to which the legislation and
practice of its legal and judicial organs conform to the binding
statements on political rights flowing from this pact. Here we are
referring to article 19 para 2 which guarantees the right to "seek
out, accept, and distribute information and opinions of every
kind without regard to borders, either verbally or in written or
printed form, through artistic or any other means, according to
one's own choice" (public announcement no.l20). The
administrative and other measures which conflict with these
obligations and which, as we have noted in Charter document
no.l2 of 30 June, harm our culture by preventing the publication
of many valuable literary works, understandably led the citizens
convicted in this trial to attempt to publish their works at least
outside the borders of our Republic.

The norms for holding trials were also not observed. O. Ornest
and J. Lederer were kept in prison from I I and 15 January 1977 ,
respectively, although, given the character of their activity, there
could be no legal reason for detaining them after the end of the
investigation. This is indirectly confirmed by the release of the
other two defendants in March and May when the investigation
relating to all of them was finished.

The court displayed bias and lack of objectivity with regard to the
accused. V. Havel was not allowed to cite in his defence the
unfavourable judgment of the President of the Republic about
the reliability of the expert who had, in his deposition, supported
the characterization as criminal of the work whose proposed

sending abroad was the basis of the charges. J. Lederer was

prerenied from introducing many relevant facts about his

Lehaviour, althouBh, according to the Criminal Code, the
president of the Court can only interrupt a defendant's closing

speech it'"itgoes beyondJhe framework of the matter in hand.

A small'place with room for only 14 persons was chosen for the
trial without objective reasons; apart from the relatives of the

accused and the son of Jiri Lederer, the "objective public" was

made up of people whom the accused and their families
recggnized as members of the State Security. This de facto
exclusion of the public was reinforced by an extensive action of
the security organs, rilho, during the course of the trial, rounded
up dozens of friends of the accused on the pretext of an
investigation into some kind of "proposed provocation",
although nothing concrete was revealed- to those being
interrogated or held ' in this connection. Furthermore, the
presence and behaviour of the security organs in and around the
court buildings amounted to a whole series of illegal acts. These
included the photographing and filming of citizens and foreign
journalists, who by their presence were displaying an interest in
the trial. All these steps could not but strengthen public doubts,
both at home and abroad, lbout the regularity of the trial.

All these facts lead us to the conclusion that, in the preparation
and conduct of the trial, many material and legal obligations and
norms of the Czechoslovak criminal system were ignored. The
fate of the international press - for example, the corrpspondent of
the central organ of the French Cornmunist Party, L'Humanite,
which cannot be accused of bias against our Republic, was not
allowed to enter the country as well as the internationfl .

repercussions of the trial at the Belgrade Conference bear witnbss '"

to the fact that the conduct of the whole affair seriously harmQdr',,
the interests of the Republic abroad.

We recall that a similar affair, with similar negative
consequences, took place on 26-28 September of this ysar in
Usti-nad-Labem: namely, the trial involving the teclrtrieians
Vladimir Lastuvka and Ales Machacek. t1.ti"

" ,,..'

Bearing in mind the resolution of the Federal Assembly of 5 April
1977, w€ ask the highest organs of state power to look into this
whole question of the trials mentioned above, in the light of all
their unfavourable consequences, and to inform the
Czechoslovak public in due time about their standpoint.

Signed by spokespersons for Charter 77: Jiri Hajek, Marta
Kubisova, Ladislav Hejdanek.

I November 1977
Prague

Letters between KOR and Charter
lEver since Charter 77 came into existence tn lonuary 1977
manifestations of open solidarity among humon rights movements
in East Europeon countries have increased, particularly between
Czechoslovakia and Poland. As co-operation between the two
largest of these movements ,s of paramount importance, we
reproduce below the full text of o letter sent from Poland to
Czechoslovakiafollowing the latest trials of Chartists, and the fult
text of the Czech 

-reply. 
Letters provided by the polish

quarterly, Aneks. ] ,

Dear Friends,

Wemaysincerelyaddresseactrotherthus, in the knowledge that it is
not the ritual declarations of our governments that make us friends,
but the common cause: the common striving towards rgform in your
countryandin ours, the insistent demands for a human form to our
lives and for a stop to those everyday practices on the part of tG
authorities which contradict the legalty codified principles of
human and civil liberties. In the post-war years we havCoften tooked

to each other to share our hopes and anxieties. Now we are shocked
to learn of the prison sentences imposed on you, blatantly and
provocatively violating the resolutions made at Helsinki at rhe very
moment when the implementation of these resolutions is being
discussed in Belgrade by representatives of the signatory srares.
including your own.

We know that, :rs the spokespeople for society's protesr, you are
in painfully difficult circumstances. For the pasi nine years you have
been continuously stifled by a force which has not even taken the
trouble to maintain a semblance of legality. You have=been openly
andbrutallypersecutedatevery point and in every manifestarion of
public life. Despite the indignation that this has aroused the world-
over' your situation remains unchanged. We perceive in these
victimisations a revenge for the Prague Spring and, above all, a fear
lest that magnificent surge which united your country mighr rpt
only be repeated there, but also serve as an inspiration t6 other
nations which share your fate.

Wetrust that that fearis not without foundation. Whenever we rurn






































